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In this work the investigations of the characteristic textures and the
dynamics of their concentration and temperature transformations iii potas-
sium oleate+water lyotropic system have been carried out. The effect of
the decanol ohs lyotropic mesomoryhism as well as on the character of typ-
ical textures and the concentration ranges of lyotropic liquid crystalline
mesophases have also been studied. The phase states diagrams of the potas-
sium oleate+water and potassium oleate+ decanol-} water lyotropic liquid
crystalline systems are presented.

PACS numbers: 42.70.Dí, 82.70.-y, 82.70.Dá

1. Introduction

Due to similarity of macro- and microscopic properties of liquid crystals, a
certain set of characteristic textures corresponds to each particular type of molec-
ular and micellar structures of lyotropic systems. These textures are sensitive to
the change of temperature, concentration, type and the number of the system
components [1-6]. Therefore, the stability and the change of the above textures
and their related modifications of micellar structures in snch systems are of great
importance in physics and physical chemistry of liquid crystals.

Of particular interest is the investigation of the effect of different additions on
the lyotropic mesomorphism, temperature and concentration regions of lyotropic
phases [7-11]. The study of the effect of additional components introduced into the
lyotropic system on mesomorphous, morphological and thermodynamic properties
of lyotropic systems are also of special interest.

The investigation of the characteristic textures and the dynamics of their
transformations with temperature and concentration variation in amphiphiled-wa-
ter system have been carried out in the present paper. The effect of the third
component (decanol) on lyotropic mesomorphism as well as on the character of
typical textures and on the concentration ranges of lyotropic mesophases has also
been studied.

(25)
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2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials

An amphiphile substance of potassium oleate (PO) was obtained in the lab-
oratory conditions and triply purified by means of recrystallízation. The purity
of potassium oleate which was controlled chromatographically was no less than
99.3%. Decanol (DeOH) was from Merck (cat. no 803463), purity > 99.0 and it
was used without further purification. The water was twice distilled with a simul-
taneous deionization.

In order to prepare the lyotropic systems with corresponding concentrations
of components, they were weighted to an accuracy of ±10 -4 g with the precision
weigher of Einschalen—Feinwagen 707 type. To obtain the homogeneous lyotropic
systems, the components were mixed by magnetic mixer and shaker. When neces-
sary, the mixtures placed in a containment vessel were held in a thermostat. The
homogeneity of the obtained systems was controlled by a polarizing microscope.

2.2. Methods

In the present paper the investigations of the above textures and their mod-
ifications were carried out by polarization-optical method. This method which
is based on the crystal optics laws is one of the most simple and convenient
method for studying the morphological and optical properties of anisotropic me-
dia [12, 13]. Polarization microscopy was widely used for mesophase identification
in thermotropic liquid crystals [14-16]. The above method, as applied to lyotropic .

liquid crystalline systems, has been developed in Refs. [1,17-22] and consists of the
following. Due to similarity of micro- and macroscopic properties of liquid crys-
tals, a certain set of characteristic textures corresponds to each particular type of
structural ordering. Such a similarity of structures and their corresponding tex-
tures were noted yet by Grandjean and Friedel [22, 23]. Thus, when investigating
the above textures and peculiarities (degree and the type of orientation, the value
and the sign of birefringence, amount and directions of axes of textures, etc.) using
the polarizing microscope, one can identify them rather exactly.

3. Results and discussion

In the studies of PO+water.lyotropic system, four types of liquid-crystalline
textures corresponding to different amphiphile concentrations were observed. Up
to the amphiphile concentration of 25%, the lyotropic system was in the isotropic
phase. In this case, the field of vision of microscope with the crossed polarizers
remained dark. At amphiphile concentrations from 25 to 50%, a banded (streaky)
texture representing a system of separate birefringent formations with a different
micellar orientation was observed (Fig. 1a). Such a texture can be obtained from
a fan-like texture due to a shift of supporting surfaces of a plane capillary that
indicates the hexagonal mesophase Ε. The texture considered was stable and re-
mained constant as long as possible. In the range of amphiphile concentrations
from 55 to 65% another texture was observed (Fig. 1b). In this case, the separate
polycrystalline fibres with the length of 80 μm, not bonded to one another, were
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distributed on the isotropic background with a high density. When the amphiphile
concentration was 65-69%, the third type of liquid crystalline textures, i.e., poly-
crystalline and with a high birefringence, was revealed (Fig. 1c). With amphiphile
concentrations from 69 to 90% and relatively high temperatures, a fan-like texture
was observed. When the sample was heated to the isotropic liquid state with a sub-
sequent cooling, separate formations, whose density was increased with decreasing
temperature up to the mesophase state, were observed on the isotropic background,
as the sample was cooled (Fig. 1d). As is known [1, 24], these formations are the
evidences of lamellar packing of molecules, and hence, their appearance in con-
centration region points to the layer structure of the mesophase considered. At
certain temperatures, different for each concentration in the range of 69-90%, the
mergence of the above formations is observed. In this case, the texture gradually
transforms into fan-like texture.
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With an amphiphile concentration  of 55-90% and relatively low tempera-
lures (up to 20°C) the system is characterized by a high viscosity and shows a
texture corresponding to the gel state. The above texture is a system of sepa-
rate birefringent and close packed formations. When this texture is heated to the
isotropic liquid state followed by cooling up to the gel state, a polycrystalline
texture, stronglv differing from †he basic texture of the gel state, has been ob-
served (Fig. le). In the further heating-cooling process of the sample the lyotropic
system returns to the state with †he above polycrystalline texture again.

identification of the textures according to the type of the observed textures and the
character of their transformations with temperature and concentration variations
in accordance with the well-known methods of polarization microscopy [l, 17, 18]
allowed to reveal four types of liquid crystalline mesophases in PO+water system:
a simple hexagonal mesophase E, a rectangular mesophase R, a complex hexa.b
onal mesophase Η and a lamellar mesophase D. The temperature-concentration
diagram of the phase states of PO+water system is shown in Fig. 2. The shaded
regions of the phase diagram represent the concentration phase transition regions
among the mesophases.

The investigations of PO+water+decanol lyotropic system have shown that
the above system has a liquid crystalline texture considerably differing from the
textures of PO+water lyotropic system. The analysis of the textures considered has
allowed the construction of the phase state diagram of PO+water+decanol system
(Fig. 3). As seen from the diagram, †he following mesophiases are observed in the
lyotropic system studied: a simple hexagonal mesophase E, a complex hexagonal
mesophiase Ηc , a lamellar mesophase D, a lamellar mesophase B, a rectangular
mesophase R. and a simple hexagonal mesophase F with inverted micellar aggre-
gates.

The mesophase E was initially characterized by a. confocal texture with shal-
low confocals. In the course of time, this texture transformed into a large-confocal
texture (Fig. 4a) well-known from the works on lyotropic mesophase identification
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[1, 17, 18]. The mesophase Η has a characteristic texture similar to that observed
for PO+water system. In the regions of low DeOH concentrations ( 10%) the
system studied is characterized b y a pseudoisotropic texture (Fig. 4b) which can
gradually be transformed to a shallow-mosaic texture (Fig. 4c). As it is known, the
both types of textures indicate the existence of the layer packing of micellar aggre-
gates. In the range of high concentrations of DeOH ( 25=27%) "a petal" texture
was observed (Fig. 4d). As seen in Fig. 4d, the elements with optically positive and
negative signs (spherulites with light and dark crosses) alternate with one another.
As the microscope table rotates, they alternately quenched and brightened.

The mesophase B is characterized by interlaced texture with particular
imbedments of regions with a degenerate homeotropic ordering (Fig. 4e). The
above mesophase is well oriented by the shift of supporting surfaces of a plane c .p-
illary. The shift is responsible for the break of binding between the polycrystalline
formations of textures and leads to the formation of a homogeneous orientation.

The peculiarity of the ternary system studied is the existence of two types
of layer mesophases, i.e., a lamellar mesophase D with the parallel layers and
a lamellar mesophase B with the deformed layers. In this case, the mesophase
D is observed in rather wide concentration regions, and this is a distinguishing
feature of the giνen lyotropic system. The mesophase B is observed in a narrow
concentration region at low alcohol and amphiphile content (Fig. 3).

The mesophase F with inverted micellar aggregates has a complex confocal
texture with confocal formations of different sizes (Fig. 4f). By comparison of
Fig. 4a and Fig. 4f, one can see that the textures of the mesophase Ε are similar to
those of the mesophase F. It is clear as the both textures correspond to hexagonal
mesophases with the rod-like micellar aggregates.
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Taking into account the sequence of alternation of lyotropic pha8es, namely,
the concentration phase transitions "lamellar mesophase D → cubic isotropic
phase with inverted micellars I2 -^ simple hexagonal mesophase with inverted mi-
cellars F", one can assume the existence of a cubic phase I2 with an optical isotropy
between the mesophases D and F. However, the phase I2 was not observed in the
system studied. The phase transition "mesophase D → mesophase F" was realized
through a sufficiently wide concentration region of the coexi8tence of mesophase
D + F. It should be noted that the existence of the mesophase F in a rather wide
concentration region is a peculiarity of PO+water+DeOH lyotropic system. In
most ternary amphiphile+water+alcohol systems studied this mesophase is either
lacking or is revealed in a narrow concentration region.
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At a high alcohol concentration and low water concentrations the isotropic
phase was observed. This concentration region corresponds to isotropic micellar
phase L2 with inverted spherical micellar aggregates. Optically no difference be-
tween isotropic phases L1 and L2 was observed.

The boundaries between lyotropic phases, especially at low alcohol concen-
trations, were found not to be sharp. In this case, the coexistence of two and even.
three lyotropic phases was observed. Such behavior of the system points to the
presence of the concentration phase transition.

4. Conclusion

The comparison of the phase diagrams of PO+water and PO+water+DeOH
lyotropic system has shown that at low concentrations of DeOH (0-3 wt%) the
ternary lyotropic system has the same phases as the binary PO+water system.
With a high concentration of DeOH the mesophases lacking in the binary system
studied occur.

The similar results have also been observed in other lyotropic systems [25-29].
Thus, the addition of alcohol to amphiphile+water lyotropic system leads to the
increase in lyotropic polymorphism and to the formation of mesophases unobserv-
able in amphiphile+water system, particularly, to the formation of mesophase with
inverted micellar aggregates.

Finally, note that the alcohol addition to an amphiphile+water lyotropic sys-
tem results in the formation of new characteristic textures. In other words, one and
the same lyotropic mesophase in amphiphile+water and in amphiphile+water+al-
cohol lyotropic system can be characterized by different characteristic textures.
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